Play store apk mod revdl

Download APK & OBB from Play Store for PC - Latest versionPlay Store APK Downloader is a addon that allows you to download APK & OBB files from Play Store to your computer. Here are a few simple steps to get started: 1. First, Install this extension for your Chrome browser. 2. Next, Enter package name or URL from play.google.com 3. Now, Go
to the results page, download the APK/OBB to your device 4. Another way, Go directly to play.google.com website. The extension will automatically GET the content and notify you. Your device may not immediately install the files, due to a few security restrictions. To bypass this, Please install emulators like NoxPlayer, Bluestacks to use APK/OBB files
on your computer. Google Play Store (Android Market) v3.5.16 Requirements: Android v2.2+ Overview: Play Anywhere, All your entertainment in one place, Google Play is your one-stop shop for all your favorite entertainment. ChangeLog: - Play Store has becomes lot more faster than 3.5.15, - Frequent force close errors for the users of Froyo 2.2 has
been addressed, - Works faster even on Slower data speeds, - Slight UI changes in “My Apps” section ----You now have the Installed and All tabs you can swipe between. The former one is what we used to have before - it lists all apps installed on your device. The latter lists all apps you've ever installed in case you want to download them again or
travel down the memory lane. This is quite handy, and I've seen this list before in the Play Store on the web, so it's great to get it here in the mobile app. ----The All tab contains a handy dropdown with all your accounts (if you added more than one) and lets you switch between them very easily (as opposed to clicking Menu, etc). ----A few of the stock
apps that apparently never got linked to the Play Store before got identified and picked up this time, and updates. : Proceed with caution and at your own risk. I am no way to be held responsible for any loss of data or any damage to your phone as a result of you using this mod. Using this Mod: - You cannot download/buy apps that are not available in
your country. You can only view them in Google Play Store. - You cannot download Paid apps for free. NB: Google has control on the server side, therefore it is NOT possible to make a version that allows you to buy/download apps that are not available in your country. Mod version features: - Unlimited access to apps in Google Play Store - Removed
countries restriction in Google Play Store - Fixed the issue which your device is not compatible with this item in Google Play Store You can only replace the current market apk for the original non-modded version. You will require ROOT if you want to install the Modded version! Installation Guide For non-modded version: 1) Download the apk from the
links 2) Put the apk on the phone ,don't use adb install *.apk in won't work it will say it already exists 3) Open the apk from the phone using a File explorer (e.g. ES File Explorer/Root explorer) 4) it will ask you if you want to replace the current market,press yes. 5) Wait for install and voila you have the new market NOTE:this method replaces the old
market. For Modded version: 1) ROOT is REQUIRED! If you haven't rooted you phone then shoot yourself already! 2) You will need to Download 'Root Explorer' and mount as 'R/W' or any file browser that can access /root folder if you don't already have it installed. 3) Go to '/system/app/' and backup the 'Vending.apk' (Gingerbread) or 'Phonesky.apk'
(ICS) to your SD Card (leave the Vending.odex untouched!). 4) Check if you have either 'Vending.apk' or 'Phonesky.apk' and delete it. 5) Now, Move the modded apk that you have downloaded to '/system/app/' and rename it the same as your backup version. 6) Change the Permission to 'rw-r--r--' 7) NOW, Reboot your phone! 8) Finito! Troubleshoot: If
you have download problem after Installing new market do this " Connect your phone to your computer, set in usb mass storage mode. Look for a hidden folder called ".android_ secure" and then delete the file "smdl2tmp1 .asec". Unmount and you should be good to go." (Credit: androidadvices.com @Changelog Mirrors: Google Play Store v3.5.16
Google Play Store v3.5.16 MOD Last edited: Apr 23, 2012 Reactions: Yshing.Lan, yykyaw, makoy26 and 125 others - Slight UI changes in “My Apps” section ----You now have the Installed and All tabs you can swipe between. The former one is what we used to have before - it lists all apps installed on your device. The latter lists all apps you've ever
installed in case you want to download them again or travel down the memory lane. This is quite handy, and I've seen this list before in the Play Store on the web, so it's great to get it here in the mobile app. ----The All tab contains a handy dropdown with all your accounts (if you added more than one) and lets you switch between them very easily (as
opposed to clicking Menu, etc). It's already on v3.5.15 Reactions: MintiIceCream and beautifulbug doesn't work on ICS. parsing error. Same Sent from my Galaxy Nexus using Tapatalk Not working on LPS - parse error Reactions: devaljain1998 @protetul: don't try to install it, download the version that xinfinityoO posted and place it in /system/app,
change the permissions and reboot, it should work. I use the latest nightly of CM9 and it works great. Last edited: Apr 5, 2012 Reactions: sidoo3 and devaljain1998 Hi I am unable to download the attachement in your post when i try to download it.. its too small and has a problem parsing the package. Try to download the version in post #2 and look at
the post before yours. Links fixed + Mod Version added! I don't know why but both files' download size are 4 kb when I try to download it. Could you upload them another service too? Same..not work on LPS Sent from my GT-I9100 using xda premium Last edited: Apr 5, 2012 Not working on CM7 on my Galaxy S2. Deleted the system/app/ and tried
installing, no go. Deleted the data/app/ one and tried installing, still no go. Copied it into data/app/ also still no go. And yes, I rebooted every time I made any changes such as deleting, etc. Cleared cache and force disable old Google Play apk... Then try to install the MOD version and says "Application not installed An existing package by the same
name with a conflicting signature is already installed. " Galaxy S2, Lite'ning ROM (ICS LPS, Siyah kernel) Not working on CM7 on my Galaxy S2. Deleted the system/app/ and tried installing, no go. Deleted the data/app/ one and tried installing, still no go. Copied it into data/app/ also still no go. And yes, I rebooted every time I made any changes such
as deleting, etc. Try this: 1) Be sure, your phone is rooted properly 2) Download Root Explorer if you don't have it installed 3)Go to /system/app/ and delete the Vending.apk (Phonesky.apk for ICS 4.x.x) (leave the Vending.odex untouched!). Make sure you have an backup your old Vending.apk (Phonesky.apk for ICS 4.x.x) to your SDCard as well. 4)
Install the downloaded Vending.apk (rename it to Phonesky.apk if you have ICS 4.x.x) 5) Reboot your phone 6) Start Play Store and grant the access. You'll be asked to do so 7) Enjoy! Reactions: hermanchb Working for me, thanks! Sent from my GT-I9100 using XDA ALL Links FIXED!! Reactions: daralph Page 2 Try this: 1) Be sure, your phone is
rooted properly 2) Download Root Explorer if you don't have it installed 3)Go to /system/app/ and delete the Vending.apk (Phonesky.apk for ICS 4.x.x) (leave the Vending.odex untouched!). Make sure you have an backup your old Vending.apk (Phonesky.apk for ICS 4.x.x) to your SDCard as well. 4) Install the downloaded Vending.apk (rename it to
Phonesky.apk if you have ICS 4.x.x) 5) Reboot your phone 6) Start Play Store and grant the access. You'll be asked to do so 7) Enjoy! There is no more vending.apk in my /system/app/ after I deleted it the first round. Edit: there is a com.android.vending-2.apk in my /data/app/ though. Not too sure why it's there, but I reinstalled the original .16 backup
I had. Last edited: Apr 5, 2012 I have install a Vending-3.5.16-mod.apk, and it works, but i dont see the Mod version features. Im on CM9. Everything is like it was on the previous version. Try this: 1) Be sure, your phone is rooted properly 2) Download Root Explorer if you don't have it installed 3)Go to /system/app/ and delete the Vending.apk
(Phonesky.apk for ICS 4.x.x) (leave the Vending.odex untouched!). Make sure you have an backup your old Vending.apk (Phonesky.apk for ICS 4.x.x) to your SDCard as well. 4) Install the downloaded Vending.apk (rename it to Phonesky.apk if you have ICS 4.x.x) 5) Reboot your phone 6) Start Play Store and grant the access. You'll be asked to do so 7)
Enjoy! I tried a slightly different approach that worked for me. I moved the Vending.apk to a temp folder using Root Explorer. Tried to install new apk file and it failed. Rebooted device and tried the reinstall. Worked perfect. EDIT: Worked until I tried to update an app. FC on me so ended up going back to previous version via rom backup :-\ Last
edited: Apr 6, 2012 I can't get rid of the vending.apk that's in my system/app folder (rooted G-note) so I can install the new mod version. I want the mod version because my international G-note won't recognize some apps, like omnisketch, that the ATT G-note can get. When I try to install the new mod app, it says "application not installed." So I tried
getting rid of the old vending.apk but unable. I tried moving it to another folder... won't move, tried deleting it, won't delete, tried renaming it, won't rename. It's really locked in that folder. Can't find it in Titanium to freeze it or delete it. Can't find it when I connect via USB to computer to try dragging it to trash. Anybody got any suggestions? I
installed the mod version and i get this screen (This item is not available in your country). Sent from my GT-I9100 powered by foil Last edited: Apr 6, 2012 glad I wasn't able to install it... it's in the wrong language. I did find Omnisketch on a Taiwan site and it installs and runs fine on my G-note, but won't find it in the playstore on the phone, but does
on the computer and says it's incompatible with all my devices. But at least I have it now. I'm on CM9 ICS for Samsung Epic 4g, the keyboard one. followed instructions, installed market, but it doesnt seem to be modded. any fix? thanks in advance install work fine but there is still no modded function ...? every time i try to install its ask me to paid...
reinstalled a fresh CM9 (latest nightly).. wasn't able to install it properly, saying cannot be installed because of different signature and stuff.. so i uninstalled my market and installed this.. and i cant update because it FCs and when i try to download it just says error occured i cant even go to the app download page.. thanks work fine with I9100XXLPQ
(I9100ZSLPE) Modded Google Play Will the Modded version remove the country restriction? in fact i live in Iran and there is no android market here so have to sideload every app which is not realy comfortable. Will the Modded version remove the country restriction? in fact i live in Iran and there is no android market here so have to sideload every
app which is not realy comfortable. Mod version features: - Unlimited access to apps in Google Play Store - Removed countries restriction in Google Play Store - Fixed the issue which your device is not compatible with this item in Google Play Store Why don't you use MarketEnabler? It helps you to see and install most of apps. Hello, i have 3.15 moded
for 192dpi, e if i install this moded one Will i have error messages like "your phone is not compatible "? Sent from my GT-I9100 using xda premium Search Search bar doesn't work? doesn't work I installed this and now I can't even start the Google Play, cause it opens it but it doesn't do anythin and after a while the app shuts down. Any ideas? Dont
works for me on CM9 0404... (modded version) It started but after trying to download an app it crashed. Since then it just crashes right after start. Wiping dalvik cache & fixing permissions didnt help... Last edited: Apr 7, 2012 I don't know what I do wrong. I don't have vending in system/apps/ and when I put vending.apk there nothing happends. Who
can help me? Page 3 Wtf?! I cant download anything... with older version, with this... i dont have that file, to delete it.... where is the f***n problem? I cant update any of my aplications. I use cm9 from week ago i have no market available. Only watching but cant download... Any CWM link for these modded play store? too lazy using root explorer...
haha I can't buy apps with this store, I'm back on 3.4.4. Good job Deeco!!! Thanks and could you also make a themed and modded version with dark background? Ad this looks cool and can save a little more precious juice! Sent from my GT-I9100 using xda premium when i want buy an app, give me an error !! how i can solve? i use mod version Saying
file system is read only Thanks, works for me on CM9. I unistalled the old market with titanium backup after a nandroid backup and placed vending.apk it in /system/apps, reboot and finished I too uninstalled Google Play Store 3.5.15 with Titanium Backup but when I use root explorer to copy Vending.apk it says that file system is read-only.... So what
should I do? I too uninstalled Google Play Store 3.5.15 with Titanium Backup but when I use root explorer to copy Vending.apk it says that file system is read-only.... So what should I do? Did you changed the permissions in Root Explorer to R/W? On the top right it says R/W when you open it first. click it, then you can copy. If you click again, it goes to
Mount R/O again. That means Read-Only but R/W means Read-Write i think. Now someone help me! When I try to open it, it instantly closes. I have the Old Xperia Project latest by Paul-xxx with nAa-11 Did you changed the permissions in Root Explorer to R/W? On the top right it says R/W when you open it first. click it, then you can copy. If you click
again, it goes to Mount R/O again. That means Read-Only but R/W means Read-Write i think. Now someone help me! When I try to open it, it instantly closes. I have the Old Xperia Project latest by Paul-xxx with nAa-11 if you have copied the vending apk to systems/app make sure you have given proper permisisons to the file using root explorer. i
usually tick all the permission box..lol remove your google account go to system/data/accounts.db rename it to accounts.db.bak clear play market cache using applications reboot too recovery clear cache and dalvik reboot start market and add ur google account see if that works What worked for me.. 1. Remove Market with System App Remover
(Titanium removes but you need to reboot twice). 2. Install new market apk via a file manager. 3. Convert to system app with Titanium Backup. (Just got Loading... message without this.) Reactions: chumphrey78 Is there a way to have a modded and dpi-hardcoded version? Pretty please?!?! Sent from my GT-I9100 using XDA Unfortunately I get FC by
opening this modified apk. Perhaps I should delete market data before replacing the apk file. I will try it Thank you anyway Page 4 if i use the mod apk the store shows me not all my installed apps about 20 apps are missing Doesn't work here at all. I tried copying to /system/app directly. Also tried removing the original with TB, install the modded one,
then moving it as a system app. I still have to use market enabler to change country and the market doesn't let me download because country restrictions (yes, i also deleted the app data before every try). For reference, the modded Vending.apk md5sum in my /system/app is 2dfc8f00dfe856e3d8831cf7c6e8a94e Last edited: Apr 15, 2012 got it to
install no problem...but when attempting to download paid app...gives an error..."An error ocurred. Please try again." Any remedy for this? Sent from my GT-I9100 using XDA Last edited: Apr 15, 2012 Due to all the problems with 3.5.16 (can't buy apps etc.) I'm back on 3.4.4 I've tried a lot of ways to solve it, but nothing works. I recommend to go back
to 3.4.4 for those people who have the same problems like me. Thanks mate, worked great! I'm confused Will this make renting movies and buying books available in other countries than the US? Works great! I can't find country disabled apps but I can find them on google and install them via market reguulary thanks!! Everything worked! But i don't
see the modded version! Its all the same ??? Hi, I tried with Root Explorer and I can use the Google Play Store normally but I cannot install the blocked App (for Country Restrictions) as in the screenshot. It say Impossible to find the App that I try to buy... Are there a fix for it? Thanks a lot Matteo PS I have a Galaxy S II GT-I9100 with Android 4.0 ICS
Samsung Leak Last edited: Apr 15, 2012 I need to test this to see if it has worked. Does anyone know of an app that is not available in the UK? I can't think of any off the top of my head. I installed the apk from the first link and it installed fine, asking to replace the previous market. That settled, I tried to install the modded apk from the 2nd link. It too
asked to replace the app, but when I went ahead, I see this screen. It's not installing as OP says it should. It let me in stall the v3.5.16 but would not let me install the Mod.apk. I installed the apk from the first link and it installed fine, asking to replace the previous market. That settled, I tried to install the modded apk from the 2nd link. It too asked to
replace the app, but when I went ahead, I see this screen. It's not installing as OP says it should. i get this same message on my Galaxy Nexus 4.0.4 ---------- Post added at 08:38 PM ---------- Previous post was at 08:33 PM ---------- I need to test this to see if it has worked. Does anyone know of an app that is not available in the UK? I can't think of any off
the top of my head. Google Wallet isnt available in the UK Reactions: lrm537 i get this same message on my Galaxy Nexus 4.0.4 ---------- Post added at 08:38 PM ---------- Previous post was at 08:33 PM ---------- Google Wallet isnt available in the UK Not seeing it. Wonder if this is working or not? Sent from my Desire HD using Tapatalk 2 I can't update or
download anything, every time I try the app crashes. But I can brows without problems though the store. What am I missing, can it be some old cache data there makes it go "Unfortunately Google Play Store has stopped." ? Page 5 i wouldnt know yet, mine says it wont install because of the same signiture apk I uninstalled the Google Play app using
Rom Toolbox (and froze the market updater with the same app) before moving the mod version of the Play Store to System\app. It installed fine and everything works as it would normaly. Just don't think i'm seeing any apps that would've been unavailable in the UK. I uninstalled the Google Play app using Rom Toolbox (and froze the market updater
with the same app) before moving the mod version of the Play Store to System\app. It installed fine and everything works as it would normaly. Just don't think i'm seeing any apps that would've been unavailable in the UK. is there a way of doing this without root? the only reason i ask is because i havent rooted my Galaxy Nexus. couldnt i just stop the
data connection, remove the app and then install this one over the top? ---------- Post added at 09:10 PM ---------- Previous post was at 09:09 PM ---------- I can't update or download anything, every time I try the app crashes. But I can brows without problems though the store. What am I missing, can it be some old cache data there makes it go
"Unfortunately Google Play Store has stopped." ? have you tried browsing through the play store on your pc? some people reported that they could install the apps that way. if that doesnt work, then i dont know what else to try im afraid. is there a way of doing this without root? the only reason i ask is because i havent rooted my Galaxy Nexus.
couldnt i just stop the data connection, remove the app and then install this one over the top? ---------- Post added at 09:10 PM ---------- Previous post was at 09:09 PM ---------- have you tried browsing through the play store on your pc? some people reported that they could install the apps that way. if that doesnt work, then i dont know what else to try im
afraid. Tried clearing the cache on the Play Store? I'm sure plenty have tried it, but not sure if it's helped them or not. is there a way of doing this without root? the only reason i ask is because i havent rooted my Galaxy Nexus. couldnt i just stop the data connection, remove the app and then install this one over the top? ---------- Post added at 09:10 PM
---------- Previous post was at 09:09 PM ---------- have you tried browsing through the play store on your pc? some people reported that they could install the apps that way. if that doesnt work, then i dont know what else to try im afraid. No sorry I didn't. But I kept playing around, and in the end I had to jump back to 3.4.4 and then update my way to
make it work again. I even tried to jump from 3.4.4 to the modded version, but the same problem kept appearing. "Purchased order failed downloading" or something like that, came every time I tried update or download free or paid. I'm a little sad, I really could taste the Global (no boundaries) Play Store for a short while.. i don't know but i can't
seem to have a search feature. i press on the search button but soft keyboard doesn't seem to appear. so i can;t search. but i can browse. OP Might want to make the OP a little more clear. Mainly concerning the non-modded and modded version. You're going to get a lot of traffic b/c this is on the front page, and it'll save everyone's brains if this
thread doesn't get flooded with irrelevant questions. Also, which one do I use? The OP or the second guy's? Ugh. Doesn't matter, neither worked for me. Apps that Google deems "incompatible" still aren't available in search, simply b/c my dpi is 210 instead of the default 240 for HDPI devices. Last edited: Apr 16, 2012 Reactions: buzzboy Doesn't work
here at all. I tried copying to /system/app directly. Also tried removing the original with TB, install the modded one, then moving it as a system app. I still have to use market enabler to change country and the market doesn't let me download because country restrictions (yes, i also deleted the app data before every try). it doesn't work with my phone
too. i have to use market enabler to change carrier but i still can't buy any app. have you found any workaround to this problem yet? please share Edit: i attached a picture to better illustrate the problem i'm having. i'm using modded version + carrier spoof (with Market Enabler app) Also, which one do I use? The OP or the second guy's? both doesn't
work, with my phone. i don't know about others. Last edited: Apr 16, 2012 the one i posted works fine for me.. a few pages back i suggested a method to install it or for ppl who gets errors.. it worked for me on the first try ---------- Post added at 04:03 AM ---------- Previous post was at 03:56 AM ---------- here is another version i found.. i havnt tested it ..
so BACKUP first Be sure, your phone is rooted properly Download Root Explorer if you don't have it installed Go to /system/app/ and delete the Vending.apk (leave the Vending.odex untouched!). Sure, youc an backup your old Vending.apk to your SDCard as well. Install the downloaded Vending.apk Reboot your phone Start Play Store and grant the
access. You'll be asked to do so Enjoy! mirror: Anyone knows why I still can not see Google Maps after succesfully installed the mod? What else could I try? Will try on my defy soon. Just downloaded. Thanks. Why don't you use MarketEnabler? It helps you to see and install most of apps. MarketEnabler does not work for everyone. in my case, it allow
me to see paid apps all fine, i cannot buy it, even though i used MarketEnabler before and i managed to buy a bunch of apps, but it does not allow me anymore. infact i tried both Files and i still i get ( an error occurred ) or the item is not found etc thanks, always wanted this. will try asap!! Does this app also allow you to buy books (or music) ? I have
been trying to buy a book for a couple of days by clearing the play store cache, faking my ISP & using a vpn but since I don't own an american credit card it does not work. Hi, I tried with Root Explorer and I can use the Google Play Store normally but I cannot install the blocked App (for Country Restrictions) as in the screenshot. It say Impossible to
find the App that I try to buy... Are there a fix for it? Thanks a lot Matteo PS I have a Galaxy S II GT-I9100 with Android 4.0 ICS Samsung Leak Could Someone help me, please? sweet! gonna give this a go! Any way to fix Error 940, im trying to download Splashtop HD on my Galaxy Note but it immediately pops up, everything else downloads normally
Last edited: Apr 16, 2012 Page 6 Any chance u can add an option to disable the market from limiting apps by device as well ? I have 3 apps that supposedly are not supposed to work for my phone and therefore are not able to be downloaded.....I get the apps and their updates on my phone by spoofing another phone and clearing cache plus market
data....a truly annoying process. I wish the market would let us just sort things out for ourselves. Any how this is an awesome mod thank u I am from Syria and we can't use Play Store here ,,, is this gonna help me or do I still need a VPN to access the Store. I am using FOXHOUND ROM latest version, and said to be using this mod, but still I can't
download apps without VPN ?? any solution for this problem ,, it is too annoying to connect to VPN every time I want to access the Store and I have to pay for the VPN every month I still can't search up games from the Korean store. Any way to fix that? Thanks I did the following : Uninstalled google play Dropped the vending mod apk into system/data
Booted to recovery Wiped cache and dalvink Fixed permissions I am running android 4.0 on an epic 4g touch so ics automatically optimized all 334 apps on my phone at boot After all this I see no changes... I searched for a free Korean app I currently have called Lord of Destrcution and found nothing... I am also still not about to find painkiller or final
space premium...I got both these apps by spoofing a different device and purchasing them... Clearer instructions are needed Sent from my SPH-D710 using Tapatalk 2 How do I know if it worked? Is there a way to tell that I am using the Mod Play Store? Still unable to install with your method using ES File explorer and Root explorer. My device are
both rooted. Asus TF201 - Latest OTA G2 - ILWT newest version An existing package by the same name with a conflicting signature is already installed error Mandatory root? I have a Samsung Galaxy S2 on android 2.3.4 which is latest Samsung version updated through kies. Non rooted device. I haven't been able to install the mod version. Any
workaround? Thanks Andres P I too can't get it to install. Using AT&T version. When I try to install straight up I get Application Not install. Replacing /system/app version causes it to disappear. Replacing /data/app version causes force closes then upon reboot it disappears. Ideas? EDIT: Well soon after posting this I found that both the Market and
Google Play apps went missing. Removed the com.vending entry from /data/app but left Phonesky.apk on the phone (it's 2.3.6... go figure). Once I did that it still wouldn't come back so I went and cleared cache and dalvik cache with no change. Last I fixed permissions. Once I did that I was able to start to install the Google Play store apks from the op
post normally. It still got weird and stuck though so I finally went and cleared data and loaded the app back up giving it permission where prompted and all was golden after that. Still don't know what happened but there you go. Found that it doesn't work still. Here is an example item. When you search by the id on the US market it fails to show at all.
If you use market enabler to fake the region it just fails at an error occurred. Also I'm finding that it FCs when I try to download and the fix on the op posting doesn't work (file doesn't exist). EDIT2: In an effort to fix the marketplace on my phone I install the CM7 flashable pack and totally screw myself over on it. Oh well. Guess I'm installing the ICS
leak earlier than expected. Last edited: Apr 17, 2012 So, how can i tell if i have access to other countries apps, don't see any foreign apps. Can some give a suggestion app that is not in the us? it didnt work for me, it just remove the banner that said it's not available in my country, when i tried to download, it just give me an error message i have an
viewpad 7e. i copy the apk to /system/app then i rename it to vending.apk. after that it works. apps like facebook i can install now. but only because it is in my history. if i search for it, i don´t find it. another app i can´t find is slideIT Keyboard and so on... any ideas to that? EDIT: Okay i have tried a little. google+ app...i can click download but i get a
error 940... greets from germany Last edited: Apr 17, 2012 +1 LP 7 Lite'ning ROM and Siyah kernel. This whole app only seems to avoid showing the warning messages about region and device compatibility. It still won't let me install any app that was barred before. Obviously, it would make sense for Google to control this on the server side, not on
the client side. I guess this is exactly what they're doing, so this modded app is pointless. Google knows in which country you are, based on ip address, sim card, credit card. Last edited: Apr 17, 2012 I killed my gapps. Tried to install vending-mod.apk None of gapps works (gtalk, gmail etc.) lol * defy using cm9 20120413 nightly update: fixed. Just
patched the gapps.zip from recovery. Then I uninstalled the orignal gplay using titanium them put the vending.apk in the system/app. Reboot, open and.... doesnt works... Last edited: Apr 17, 2012 Google Play Store (Android Market) v3.5.16 Requirements: Android v2.2+ Overview: Play Anywhere, All your entertainment in one place, Google Play is
your one-stop shop for all your favorite entertainment. ChangeLog: - Play Store has becomes lot more faster than 3.5.15, - Frequent force close errors for the users of Froyo 2.2 has been addressed, - Works faster even on Slower data speeds, - Slight UI changes in “My Apps” section ----You now have the Installed and All tabs you can swipe between.
The former one is what we used to have before - it lists all apps installed on your device. The latter lists all apps you've ever installed in case you want to download them again or travel down the memory lane. This is quite handy, and I've seen this list before in the Play Store on the web, so it's great to get it here in the mobile app. ----The All tab
contains a handy dropdown with all your accounts (if you added more than one) and lets you switch between them very easily (as opposed to clicking Menu, etc). ----A few of the stock apps that apparently never got linked to the Play Store before got identified and picked up this time, and updates. Mod version features: - Unlimited access to apps in
Google Play Store - Removed countries restriction in Google Play Store - Fixed the issue which your device is not compatible with this item in Google Play Store You should be able to just replace the apk by simply running the package, if not: Mirrors: Google Play Store v3.5.16 Google Play Store v3.5.16 MOD it means that i will download Paid apps
free ??I don't understand what you call remove country restriction sorry for the question thanks it's useful thanx sorry to my understanding this can work with several devices,... anyway i tried this on my nexus s, downloaded the apps from the respective links, tried to install it using root explorer, first and second tries failed, i deleted the phonesky.apk
and un installed the updates to play store,...then tried again to install.. it did install though it just reverted back to the original app, which has the restrictions, do i use another account that is based on the us or what was i doing wrong here? Page 7 Try this: 1) Be sure, your phone is rooted properly 2) Download Root Explorer if you don't have it
installed 3)Go to /system/app/ and delete the Vending.apk (Phonesky.apk for ICS 4.x.x) (leave the Vending.odex untouched!). Make sure you have an backup your old Vending.apk (Phonesky.apk for ICS 4.x.x) to your SDCard as well. 4) Install the downloaded Vending.apk (rename it to Phonesky.apk if you have ICS 4.x.x) 5) Reboot your phone 6) Start
Play Store and grant the access. You'll be asked to do so 7) Enjoy! Thanks ~! work for I9100G with no Force Close ~ waiting for a market that is compatible with lower dpi Last edited: Apr 18, 2012 Any chance this can be something we flash through a recovery ? I think that would make this process less burdensome Sent from my SPH-D710 using
Tapatalk 2 is it possible to have the mod use the usa market so I can purchase apps in dollars? So I can save some money (the same up is more expensive in euro) What do you mean by "country restrictions". I live in Sudan where access to the android market / play store is being blocked by Google (same as in Syria, Cuba, Iran). Will the modded
version help me with this? Thanks I tried everything and still not working at I9000 with CM9 build 17... What I do: - install via app manager - delete vending.apk and replace with moded one - delete vending.apk and install moded one I can't find phonesky.apk anywhere, after delete vending.apk store is still working so I think it is somewhere else... But
where is this bastard, search doesn't come with anything... Any ideas? Don't work on galaxy note, i am on ics stunner 5 aosp base rom. If i try TO install it say the signature error, then i have replaced vendor apk with root explorer, cleared market data, and now was able to install, the new market open correctly but the mod don't work, all restrictions
will remain... Inviato dal mio GT-N7000 con Tapatalk 2 I can only sadly confirm that this modded apk don't work on a Kindle Fire with ICS CM9 + HashCode 3.0 kernel. I've installed it correctly replacing original Vending.apk with the modded one, setting up file permissions and rebooting the phone. The app opens up, but don't let me find google play
music Last edited: Apr 18, 2012 the modded version doesn't work for me. It just places a "App is not installed' at the end of the sequence. using samsung i9100 with CM7.1 thanks, good apk and beautiful picture. is it working completely on any Device? So he can see all apps no matter what Device he had and can also download it? If I change the
Dpi..market doesnt work even after clearing data Sent From Galaxy S II BEAST can i pay also for paid apps ? i tried on my htc one x but i cannot install it. it says i have an version on the device and i have some signature troubles. must my device be rooted? thanks. I Can't Install MOD version it's show 'not install' I don't know why Page 8 download
PLAY v3.5.16 MOD,uninstall the original PLAY & the previous Market,install the mod one via ES File Explorer.then restart Phone. it will FC while i try to install any app via the new PLAY. p.s. my phone is Samsung Galaxy Tab Plus 7.0 with official ROM. i'v followed all the instruction several times, and still failed. at the end of installing process,
"application not installed". i used ROM toolbox to uninstall the official play store....but after i install the MOD i dun know why it still works like the official one...for e.g i cant download YUILOP before and after modding...I m on Samsung 4.03 XLPQ official with CF root. Hi I have rooted my phone but this still won't work for me. Just keeps saying app
not installed Just copy the apk with e.g. RootExplorer in /sdcard/system/apps folder and restart. Works for me with the modded version I am also unable to uninstall the regular Play Vendor with Titanium Backup (crashes), Root Uninstaller (no error, but apparently fails, because the install error remains the same), nor install the mod with Root
Explorer (gives "same name with conflicting signature" error). Anyone? Would having the Play Vendor app not listed as a system app do the trick? EDIT: I also tried mounting the system partition R/W and renaming the app, then naming the modded version as the same app, and restarting. This just left the app unavailable. Installing it failed, but

without saying way. Last edited: Apr 20, 2012 Installed OK and loads up faster but don't see a difference in been able to download app that i usually could not. Cant even download the free music song it gives me and error. Mod needs work, but will be cool when its working properly . I can install both the un-moded and the modded versions without
any issues: They install, they run and work as normal. UNLESS I try to download something. Then the "Unfortunately, Google Play Store has stopped." message shows up and throws me back to the homescreen. Trying to run the market again only gives me that message. Rebooting allows the market to work, but if I try to install anything, same issue. I
can't delete the "smdl2tmp1.asec" under ".android.secure" on my computer because it isn't there when I browse the phone. I'm using a Galaxy S (i9000) with the latest CyanogenMod nightly. Any ideas? Edit: Figured it out! I already had 3.5.16 installed, so I removed it with Titanium Backup prior to installing the modded version. However, simply
installing it doesn't install the application as a System App. That's what's making the Google Play Store error out and close. Installing it as a system app using Titanium Backup made it work as supposed. I don't know about the country restrictions and model restrictions, but the market works. Thanks! Last edited: Apr 20, 2012 Reactions: sharljimhtsin
I`ve installed the mod version via Root Explorer but when i click on download i get "Foursquare" could not be downloaded due to an error. (942) Goclever A73 ICS 4.0.3 It was simple, what I did: 1-Uninstall Google Play 2-Downloaded Root Explorer 3-Open Root Explorer, scroll down to system and apps. 4- Go down to Vending.apk and copy it and Past
it somewhere safe. 5- Delete it and replace it with Modded version. 6- Click on the Modded Version and Install. 7-Reboot And open Google Play and Enjoy. It took me a while to figure it out but I got it to work. The downside of it that The apps I research I can't find them, not sure why. Reactions: sharljimhtsin Lost google play and unable to get it back
Hey guys, just wanted to add my experience and see if anyone can help. I rooted my phone, renamed the original Phonesky.apk and replaced it with vending.apk and renamed it to Phonesky.apk and rebooted. Wasnt' able to get Play to start, sait it had to stop or close. I uninstalled it using root uninstaller and then tried to reinstall using a backup from
Titanium, keeps giving me "Application not installed" without any other message. Any other suggestions? Using an HTC One X w/ ICS fully rooted, using root explorer to manage files. Just copy the apk with e.g. RootExplorer in /sdcard/system/apps folder and restart. Works for me with the modded version Not work, i see with Market Enable now the
Apps, but i get the same message: not available in your country. I have tried to delete the old from sys./apps, renamed the new one...restart, clear all cache etc, but didn't cant download it. ^thommi12 I'm not sure this app was supposed to help us who cannot make purchases in Play Store. At least I still have that problem when trying to make a
purchase "An error occurred. Please try again." Try this one: db.tt/xqoFTdtL (flashable with CWM) It's still 3.5.15, but it works on CM9 AOKP (credits to Sakaschi). Installed the modded apk from first post, but don't worked for me! Edit: Used US VPN and Market Enabler but don't get it! Last edited: Apr 22, 2012 In order to make paid apps availible to
me from overseas I: 1. Force End Task "Google Play Store" 2. Cleared app cache/data for "Google Play Store" 3. Used Paid Apps Enabler (or another such app) to change my gsm operator code and country. 4. Used Open VPN to connect from a US source. 5. Restarted Google Play (the modded version). I used to just need to end Market's task, and
change my gsm operator. I'm not actually sure the vpn and cache/data clearing, and modded Play Store are necessary. I'll test further later. EDIT: Seems that even with the vpn and the modded Play store, while viewing of paid apps works, actually buying them doesn't. FAIL. At least one of my devices makes it possible (My tablet, perhaps because it
doesn't have a SIM card? still lets me purchase with just Paid Apps Enabler's gsm operator code change...) Last edited: Apr 22, 2012 Page 9 deeco7, is there any support you can provide to those who cant seem to make it install properly? (seems like plenty, including myself) otherwise it's kinda pointless to push out a mod that doesn't work for the
majority IMO. Reactions: NOWE I couldn't buy anything too. so.... I uninstalled google play via uninstal system apps application from market. cleared cache and delvik rebooted than installed old market. than installed the unmoded google play and.... I can buy apps Reactions: NOWE I will try it, I hope everything works. solved. using titanium and root
explorer to instal Mod version. 1. freeze with Titanium, RESTART 2. open Root Explorer to system/app and delete/rename com.android.vending.apk become com.android.vending.apk.bak ( bakup if there is an error after installing mod version). 3. copied vending.apk into sys/app and rename it to com.android.vending.apk 4. restart 5. voila,... market
mod version available now download PLAY v3.5.16 MOD,uninstall the original PLAY & the previous Market,install the mod one via ES File Explorer.then restart Phone. it will FC while i try to install any app via the new PLAY. p.s. my phone is Samsung Galaxy Tab Plus 7.0 with official ROM. fixed!! just replace the Vending.apk file located in
/system/app with the modded one. NO FC,enjoy~ ---------- Post added at 03:21 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:19 PM ---------- I can install both the un-moded and the modded versions without any issues: They install, they run and work as normal. UNLESS I try to download something. Then the "Unfortunately, Google Play Store has stopped."
message shows up and throws me back to the homescreen. Trying to run the market again only gives me that message. Rebooting allows the market to work, but if I try to install anything, same issue. I can't delete the "smdl2tmp1.asec" under ".android.secure" on my computer because it isn't there when I browse the phone. I'm using a Galaxy S
(i9000) with the latest CyanogenMod nightly. Any ideas? Edit: Figured it out! I already had 3.5.16 installed, so I removed it with Titanium Backup prior to installing the modded version. However, simply installing it doesn't install the application as a System App. That's what's making the Google Play Store error out and close. Installing it as a system
app using Titanium Backup made it work as supposed. I don't know about the country restrictions and model restrictions, but the market works. Thanks! thanks,the BOLD part is very useful to me. ---------- Post added at 03:23 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:21 PM ---------- me too~ ---------- Post added at 03:52 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:23
PM ---------- solved. using titanium and root explorer to instal Mod version. 1. freeze with Titanium, RESTART 2. open Root Explorer to system/app and delete/rename com.android.vending.apk become com.android.vending.apk.bak ( bakup if there is an error after installing mod version). 3. copied vending.apk into sys/app and rename it to
com.android.vending.apk 4. restart 5. voila,... market mod version available now Not work for me on Samsung Galaxy Tab 7.0 Plus with official rom,and rooted. deeco7, is there any support you can provide to those who cant seem to make it install properly? (seems like plenty, including myself) otherwise it's kinda pointless to push out a mod that
doesn't work for the majority IMO. OP has been updated. Clearer instructions have been implemented, Please have a look if you having problems installing the modded apk. Unfortunately, it looks like Google have updated the market therefore modded features are no longer accessible. I am not planning to update this app, however maybe in the near
future. Alternatively you can use Market Unlocker by Evan He, which will allow you to download apk from outside of your country using Proxy. Followed all the instructions and installed the MOD version correctly. But i still can't download any region-restricted app. Reactions: DAGr8 Nice ! OP has clear instructions now, will test it with my modded
DPI and report back in a day or two. Have a Thanks buddy EDIT: Well it seems the App compatibility error is still present with this modded market apk. Can this be fixed for once and for all? please i dont want to go back to stock dpi Last edited: Apr 26, 2012 Its not only dpi that matters hello. I've used modded apk and I can confirm that it bypasses
DPI check. However, the chrome beta is out now and I cant see it in my app list when i search for it (hence it's incompatible) This leads me into thinking that play store also reads sth like build number or other info from build.prop or from somewhere else. Can we hope to see this fixed in the future aswell? Thanks for the great work. What does this
mod do exactly? I can't even find the apps I want in play store while they exist on play website. For example, I wanna check out Pixel Rain Live Wallpaper. This I found on the play website but it says the app is not compatible with my Samsung GT-I9100 which is ridiculous. S2 cannot handle live wallpapers?? Then I tried to search for it on play store on
my phone, it's not even in the search results. So I do not see any difference this mod makes. It just adds on to my frustration which I already had with play store. for some reason this didn't work for me to download apps with Multi DPI. This worked. Probably because it also includes GoogleServicesFramework.apk Reactions: virus786 Still not working
I installed the modded Play Store.. But still not working without a VPN.. and a market enabler application I Live in Syria Arab Republic.. We are banned to use Google Play.. or even Itunes no problems so far . thank you for this Everything works fine. Thanks mate! The app works but i cant find any locked apps, like Tegra games or Andreno games and
such. Page 10 hey can you post me the link of version that xinfinityoO posted for my touchpad Everything sounds OK, but how can I install the root explorer if I don't have access to the market. Kinda chicken and egg problem I have Chinese Samsung B5510. Any ideas? I the moded version working for anyone ?? It didn't work for me. I still couldn't
install region-restricted apps with the MOD version. I did all the troubleshooting, but nothing changed. Any solutions ?? Thanks Didn't work for me. Running cm9 on 182dpi, Only half my apps shows up in market. Shame cause it sounded Nice I found another play app on xda which worked, but i don't think it has the mods. Works with my device
though. This one: Sent from my mind using telepathy.. Last edited: May 8, 2012 MOD didn't work for me and i still got the cannot install in your country. any solutions? is the 3.5.19 + mod version out yet? Version 2 is up, Click Here When I run it it ask me to link with an account and when I click yes (same for no) the app exit Thanks a LOT, this
helped me buy apps from market! Is it possible for you to mod it where DPI doesn't cause compatibility issues? that did'nt work well with me 4) Check if you have either 'Vending.apk' or 'Phonesky.apk' and delete it. deleting from the main directory?? . back up....i copied it to the sdcard then deleted the main one from system/app...then moved the
modded one....anything wrong? Does anyone have a new way of getting around this? There are some games that are on sale that I want to buy, but I live in South Korea.....this work around does not seem to work. Ive been trying for over a day now to get it to work to no avail. Any suggestions? My Apps So, here's an issue: I get nothing under the "My
Apps" column except for apps I have downloaded since installing Play. (Both versions) I'm not sure if I'm getting updates or not. Any ideas? Google Play Store (Modded) is Crashing on Star A2000 I am using a Star A2000, and have installed the modded version of the Play store, and get a force close message when trying to access it...Help? Enabling
music and TV services? Is there a way to enable music and films etc without going the Market Enabler + Droid VPN route? Page 11 So does this show you all the apps you purchased like the old Market used to? Is it possible for you to mod it where DPI doesn't cause compatibility issues? this app does not fix device compatability it lies !! Download this
app There is a paid version also with few extra features There is an option to lower DPI and fix market compatibility that actually works...I've tried it and can guarantee that one time fix by this app makes ur market run on any DPI...it modifies play sotre and Google service framework and fools market to think ur ROM is running on on 240 DPI And btw
there is 3.7.13 modified Google store out there as well This app gets older version of play store but after the app does its thing and modifies everything u can simply replace phone sky with 3.7.13 version clear GSF and restart and clear market data and start it and it will all be fine Sent from my GT-I9100 using Xparent ICS Tapatalk 2 Last edited: Jul
20, 2012 Reactions: atomic339 Hmm I replaced the modded one with the original one and set it to rw-r-r but there is one app I know only shows for my galaxy and not my ray, needless to say there was no differences. Any idea? Ahh !!! Thank you so much to dpi setter really helped me out it does work now thank you so much from my DROID BIONIC
using xda app-developers app If you just want want to bypass country restrictions, MarketAccess(google it) might work for you. Reactions: pppppp Trying it on JB will post feedback. ---------- Post added at 03:55 PM ---------- Previous post was at 03:16 PM ---------- FC on jellybean AOSP rom, when trying to download, and then when trying to open the app.
Will this work on Paranoid for GT-I9100G? Pls help. thank you! But will I still be able to update purchases I've made using the normal play store? Update? Is there (going to be) an update for this mod for the Google Play Market version 3.7.15? Working fine for me! Need help!! Not working,I downloaded, copied to system/app then reboot whenever I
open Play Store it just closes. Not work for Ainol Paladin with root For apk publishers PEOPLE, i need any APP with APK extension, and there is not registered on the ANDROID MARKET, because i need to publish an APK... I Already have paid the 25$ for registration of publisher, but i have no idea how can i obtain an APK to publish... ANY APK, can
someone send me for free? Need to be an UNREGISTERED apk on MARKET and SIGNED for you... if need something else, please explain me what i have to do... thank you all people, im new in this subject!!! sorry for my english, im brazilian!!!!! Important extra steps if you use a Chinese phone... Working on my Galaxy Ace (GT-S5830i) (Chinese)
running China Unicom in China without a VPN I rooted the phone first (phone specific directions are elsewhere in these forums) I first had to sideload and install ES File Explorer, grant root, and configured writable /system in preferences. I used my T-Mobile Galaxy S2 to download what I needed and Titanium Backup to back up apk files to transfer
to the Ace I used ES File Explorer to copy Googleservicesframework.apk and android setup wizard into the /system/apps folder - reboot I set up my Google account in the system settings (Accounts and Sync) You must have a Google account to use Play. I then followed the directions in this thread except that I installed a later version of play first
googleplay_3.5.19_605.apk There was no Vending.apk already in the system/apps folder to backup so I just copied the mod in there and renamed it. Rebooted and all is right in the world (even in China)! I'm even able to install Gmail now. I'm going to go out and get a better phone now that I know I can do this. There aren't a lot of options for replacing
ROMs in many of the Chinese phones so it's nice to be able to get around the blocks and just get all the Google stuff up and running. any updates?? Play Store has new updates now Can someone help me with follow: When i want download or update a app by Google Plus i see the downloading but there is nothing happened. Always stays on
downloading. (I Use Android 4.0.3) Clear data, cache, etc... updated the Phonesky.apk from here... right permissions. But nothing will help me out to solve this issue... Page 12 Anyone having a problem with only the first 10 or so APPS/GAMES loading? when i scroll the list and i get to the bottom it no longer says "Loading" and loads more search
results Last edited: Aug 25, 2012 Google Play Store is not appearing in my App list anymore, I still can access it trough, if for instance I have a notification for update I can tap it and access the play store. Am I alone in this scenario? incompatible device I installed this vending modd in HTC Desire running in CM7... but i'm wondering why i cannot
install google chrome browser in my phone, it says its not compatible with your phone...? Because when u installed the modded play store it changes the way Google see's ur phone. goto Play.Google.Com and login. In ur device list it will probably show something other than the actual phone u have. I believe you can also go to play store properties and
see what it says as ur device name. Same thing happened to me. I unistalled this mod. Caused way to many problems Sent from my DROIDX running Wizards MIUI using Tapatalk 2 Last edited: Sep 16, 2012 Reactions: dimmy1405 Didn't work with me on ICS . jlt lol at "1) ROOT is REQUIRED! If you haven't rooted you phone then shoot yourself
already!" Lol people why are you still using this... playstore has moved on to 3.9.17!!! Sent from my GT-I9100 using Tapatalk 2 can i buy some device using this mode?.... like nexus 4 hello everyone, i have some questions: 1) Can this mod allow me to download app which i can't now (i explain: i live in Reunion island and all paid apps are unavailables)
so i am wondering if this app can solve the problem of paid apps 2) Secondly, i have a Galaxy Note 2 running on Jelly Bean 4.1 so, will it work on my device? thanks ahead nobody can help me please? thanks for this nice mod. Hi, My Phone is on 2.3.6 GB but there was no vending.apk..i found Phonesky.apk and replaced it with the 3.5.16 Mod file. After
Reboot still I cannot access the Paid Apps of other country.. I tried Titanium Backup for removing the old Google Play but it failed... Any help? this app not worked in my defy XT, Dev please fix it i cant find Phonesky !!! what to do ???? there is market !!! my phone is xperia arc Last edited: Dec 21, 2012 It says server error ...any help? Sent from my GTI9100 using xda premium using aokp milestone jb is there any way that we can backup the additional data that we downloaded while downloading big games from play store? Umm.... i forgot to backup my phonesky.apk (have the One X universal). Can can any one of you give me the app? Mine is 07 Page 13 That's a very old version Last edited: Feb
17, 2013 Alright guys, I see many of you guys are still replying to this thread and still using the mod which is months old...the apk has seen many updates already therefore it is no longer working, so please don't expect any support. I may post the updated apk in the near, but that isn't certain. Alright guys, I see many of you guys are still replying to
this thread and still using the mod which is months old...the apk has seen many updates already therefore it is no longer working, so please don't expect any support. I may post the updated apk in the near, but that isn't certain. Goodluck bro Sent from my LG-P970 Disabled Cleared Cash and force stop both google play and google play service and my
galaxy s3 already rooted with CF but after installing getting this error: X Application not installed Package with that name and different signature already installed Please help I'm still getting the same problem as always: you try to launch Google Play Store, but it immediately shuts down. My download always gets to about 75% then disconnects...
Anyone else having this problem? I'm using the XDA download, because Mediafire is blocked in China and I can't use it. Hi, Im trying to download and install apps that was not available in my country, and just when i tap the download button in PlayStore, it says " Error: The item you were attempting to purchase could not be found" !!! Is there any
solution to fix this problem? And actually, I want to download & install "EOS Remote, by Canon Inc. Please, anyone help me to do that :crying: Last edited: Mar 14, 2013 didnt work.. i laready backup my phonesky and rename downloaded apk from the first page into phonesky.. put them in system/app but i still download from playstore because didnt
avlaible in your country.. im using nexus 4.. can help? Play Store Auto-Update Does anyone know if I use the modded play store which is in the OP will it still auto-update itself? I have read that if the play store is modded it will not auto-update itself but I am not sure if what I was reading was correct. Thanks! Google Play Store v3.5.16 MOD the link is
dead. This worked on my Haier w718 I had no Google Play, but followed the other directions. Had to use sshdroid to remount "/" and "/system" as rw (mount -o rw,remount /) and (mount -o rw,remount /system). Now google play works. Pretty sweet for a $120 water proof android! i installed the moded play store and when i lunch it my phone stop
working so i have to reboot it Sent from my GT-N7100 using Tapatalk 2 Not able to download appp from play store in android 2.3 plz guide howto sort out this problrm i tried in many service centres they are not able to solve this kindly help....
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